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ABSTRACT
Many storage systems are shared by multiple clients with
different types of workloads and performance targets. To
achieve performance targets without over-provisioning, a sys-
tem must provide isolation between clients. Throughput-
based reservations are challenging due to the mix of work-
loads and the stateful nature of disk drives, leading to low
reservable throughput, while existing utilization-based solu-
tions require specialized I/O scheduling for each device in
the storage system.

Qbox is a new utilization-based approach for generic black
box storage systems that enforces utilization (and, indirectly,
throughput) requirements and provides isolation between
clients, without specialized low-level I/O scheduling. Our
experimental results show that Qbox provides good isola-
tion and achieves the target utilizations of its clients.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.2 [Operating Systems]: Storage Management; D.4.8
[Operating Systems]: Performance

Keywords
Storage virtualization, quality of service, resource allocation,
performance

1. INTRODUCTION
During the past decade there has been a significant growth

of data with no signs of slowing. Due to that growth there
is a real need for storage devices to be shared efficiently by
different applications and avoid the extra costs of having
more and more under-utilized devices dedicated to specific
applications. In environments such as cloud systems, where
multiple “clients”, i.e., streams of requests, compete for the
same storage device, it is especially important to manage
the performance of each client. Failure to do so leads to low
performance for some or all clients depending on complex
factors such as the I/O schedulers used, the mix of client
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Figure 1: Given that we have no access to the stor-
age device, we place a controller between the clients
and the device to provide performance management
to the clients, i.e., the request streams.

workloads, as well as storage-specific characteristics. Un-
fortunately, due to the nature of storage devices, managing
the performance of each client and isolating them from each
other is a non-trivial task. In a shared system, each client
may have a different workload and each workload may af-
fect the performance of the rest in undesirable and possibly
unpredictable ways. A typical example would be a stream
of random requests reducing the performance of a sequential
or semi-sequential stream, mostly due to the storage device
performing unnecessary seeks. The above is the result of
storage devices trying to be equally fair to all requests by
providing similar throughput to every stream. Of course,
not all requests are equally costly, with sequential requests
taking only a small fraction of a millisecond and random re-
quests taking several milliseconds, 2-3 orders of magnitude
longer. Note that a sequential stream does not have to be
perfectly sequential–none ever truly are–and that real work-
loads often exhibit such behavior.

Providing a solution to the above problem may require
using specific I/O schedulers for every disk-drive or node
in a clustered storage system. Moreover, it could require
changes to current infrastructure such as the replacement of
the I/O scheduler of every client. Such changes may create
compatibility issues preventing upgrades or other modifica-
tions to be applied to the storage system. Instead of making
modifications to the infrastructure of an existing system it
is often easier and in practice cheaper to deploy a solution
between the clients and the storage. We call that the black
box approach since it imposes minimal requirements on the
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clients and storage, and because it is agnostic to the specifi-
cations of either side. Our approach partly fits the grey-box
framework for systems presented in [1], however, QBox re-
quires fewer algorithmic assumptions about the underlying
system. In this paper we take an almost agnostic approach
and target the following problem: given a set of clients and
a storage device, our goal is to manage the performance of
each client’s request stream in terms of disk-time utilization
and provide each client with a pre-specified proportion of the
device’s time, while having no internal control of either the
clients or the storage device, or requiring any modifications
to the infrastructure of either side.

Clients want throughput reservations. However, except
for highly regular workloads, throughput varies by orders of
magnitude depending upon workload (Figure 2) and only
a fixed fraction of the (highly variable) total may be guar-
anteed. By isolating each stream from the rest, utilization
reservations allow a system to indirectly guarantee a spe-
cific throughput (not just a share of the total) based on
direct or inferred knowledge about the workload of an indi-
vidual stream, independent of any other workloads on the
system and can allow much greater total throughput than
throughput-based reservations [17]. Our utilization-based
approach can work with Service Level Agreements (SLA); re-
quirements can be converted to utilization as demonstrated
in [18] and as long as we can guarantee utilization, we can
guarantee throughput provided by an SLA.

To our knowledge there is no prior work on utilization-
based performance guarantees for black box storage devices.
Most work that is close to our scenario such as [15, 11] is
based on throughput and latency requirements, which are
hard to reserve directly without under-utilizing the storage
for a number of reasons such the orders-of-magnitude cost
differences between best- and worst-case requests. More-
over, throughput-based solutions create other challenges such
as admission control. Without very specific knowledge about
the workloads, the system must make worst-case assump-
tions, leading to extremely low reservable throughput. On
the other hand, existing solutions based on disk utiliza-
tion [18, 17, 10] only support single drives and if used in
a clustered storage system they require their scheduler to be
present on every node.

In this paper, we present a novel method for managing the
performance of multiple clients on a storage device in terms
of disk-time utilization. Unlike the management of a single
drive, in the black box scenario it is hard to measure the
service time of each request. Instead, our solution is based
on the periodic estimation of the average cost of sequential
and random requests as well as the observation that their
costs have an orders-of-magnitude difference. We observe
the throughput of each request type in consecutive time win-
dows and maintain separate moving estimates for the cost
of sequential and random requests. By taking into account
the desired utilization of each client we schedule their re-
quests by assigning them deadlines and dispatching them to
the storage device according to the Earliest Deadline First
(EDF) algorithm [13, 21]. Our results show that the de-
sired utilization rates are achieved closely enough, achieving
both good performance guarantees and isolation. Those re-
sults stand over any combination of random, sequential, and
semi-sequential workloads. Moreover, due to our utilization-
based approach, it is easy to decide whether a new client
may be admitted to the storage system, possibly by modify-
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Figure 2: QBox (top) provides isolation, while the
introduction of a random stream makes the through-
put of sequential streams drop dramatically with
throughput-based scheduling (bottom.)

ing the rates of other clients. Finally, all clients may access
any file on the storage device and we make no assumptions
about the location of the data on a per client basis.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
Our basic scenario consists of a set of clients each associ-

ated with a stream of requests and a single storage device
containing multiple disks. Clients send requests to the stor-
age device and each stream uses a proportion of the device’s
execution time. We call that proportion the utilization rate
of a stream and it is either provided by the client or in prac-
tice, by a broker, which is part of our controller and trans-
lates SLAs into throughput and latency requirements as in
[17, 18] or [10]. Briefly, to translate an SLA to utilization,
we measure the aggregate throughput of the system for se-
quential and random requests separately over small amounts
of requests (e.g., 20) and set a confidence level (e.g., 95%)
to avoid treating all requests as outliers. Details about ar-
rival patterns and issues such as head/track switches and
bad layout are presented in [19].

The main characteristic of our scenario is that we treat
the storage device as a black box. In other words, we only
interact with the storage device by passing it client requests
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Figure 3: The controller architecture.

and receiving responses. For example, we cannot modify or
replace the device’s scheduler as is the case in [18] and do not
assume it uses a particular scheduler. Moreover, we cannot
control which disk(s) are going to execute each request and
do not restrict clients to specific parts of the storage device.
Due to those requirements the natural choice is to place a
controller between the clients and the storage device. Hence,
all client requests go through the controller, where they are
scheduled and eventually dispatched to the device. As we
will see, this setup allows us to gather little information
regarding the disk execution times, which turns scheduling
and therefore black box management into a challenge.

We manage the performance of the streams in a time-
based manner. After a request reaches our controller, we
assign it a deadline by keeping an estimate of the expected
execution time e for each type of request (sequential or ran-
dom) and by using the stream’s rate r provided by the bro-
ker. Using e and r we compute the request’s deadline by
d = e/r. The absolute deadline of a request coming from
stream s is set to Ds = Ts+d, where Ts is the sum of all the
relative deadlines assigned so far to the requests of stream
s. Although, we are using “deadlines” for scheduling, our
goal is not to strictly satisfy deadlines. Instead, it is the
relative values that matter with regards to the dispatching
order. On the other hand, if we used a stricter dispatching
approach e.g., [18], then the absolute times would be im-
portant for replacing the expected cost with the actual cost
after the request was completed. In this paper we do not fo-
cus on urgent requests, however, it is possible to place such
requests ahead of others in the corresponding stream queue
by simply assigning them earlier deadlines.

Although we do not assume the storage device is using
a specific disk scheduler, it is better to have a scheduler
which tries to avoid starvation and orders the requests in a
reasonable manner (as most do). A stricter dispatching pol-
icy such as [18] can be used on the controller side to avoid
starvation by placing more emphasis on satisfying the as-
signed deadlines instead of overall performance. The next
section presents our method for estimating execution times
and managing the performance of each stream in terms of
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Figure 4: When our controller sends the requests
in the order they are received from the clients, the
system fails to provide the desired rates.

time. We also discuss practical issues we faced while apply-
ing our method and discuss how we addressed them.

3. PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
In QBox we maintain a FIFO queue for each stream and

a deadline queue, which may contain requests from any
stream. The deadline queue is ordered according to the Ear-
liest Deadline First (EDF) scheduler and the deadlines are
computed as described in the previous section. Whenever
we are ready to dispatch a request to the storage device the
request with the smallest absolute deadline out of all the
stream queues is moved to the deadline queue. To find the
earliest-deadline request it suffices to look at the oldest re-
quest from each stream queue, since any other request before
that has either arrived at a later time or is less urgent. Next,
the request with the earliest deadline is removed from the
deadline queue and dispatched to the device.

3.1 Estimating execution times
As mentioned earlier, we aim to provide performance man-

agement through a controller placed between the clients
and the storage device. We wish to achieve this goal with-
out knowledge of how the storage device schedules and dis-
tributes the requests among its disks and without access
to the storage system internals. Most importantly, we are
unaware of the time each request takes on a single disk,
which we could otherwise measure by looking at the time
difference between two consecutive responses, i.e., the inter-
arrival time. In our case, the time between two consecutive
responses does not necessarily reflect the time spent by the
device executing the second request, because those two re-
quests may have been satisfied by different disks.

On the other hand, we know the number of requests ex-
ecuted from each stream on the storage device. If all re-
quests had the same cost, then we could take the average
over a time window T, i.e., e = T/n, where n is the number
of requests completed in T . Clearly, that would not solve
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Figure 5: The intersection of the two lines from (3)
gives us the average cost x of a sequential and y of
a random request in the time windows zi and zj.

the problem since random requests are orders-of-magnitude
more expensive than sequential requests, i.e., the disk has
to spend significantly more time to complete a random re-
quest. Based on that observation, for each stream we classify
its requests into sequential and random while keeping track
of the number of requests completed by type per window.
Assuming the clients saturate the device and the cost x of
the average sequential request and the cost y of the average
random request remain the same across two time windows
zi and zj we are lead to the following system of linear equa-
tions: {

αix+ βiy = zi

αjx+ βjy = zj ,
(1)

where αi is the number of sequential requests completed in
window i, and similarly for the number of random requests
denoted by βi. Often, j will be equal to i + 1. Solving the
above system gives us the sequential and random average
request costs for windows zi and zj :

x =
zjβi − βjzi
αjβi − αiβj

, y =
zi
βi

− αi

βi
x. (2)

The above equations may give us negative solutions due to
system noise and other factors. Since execution costs may
only be positive we restrict the solutions to positive (x,y)
pairs (Figure 5), i.e., satisfying:⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
zi/αi < zj/αj

zi/βi > zj/βj

αi/βi > αj/βj

or

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

zi/αi > zj/αj

zi/βi < zj/βj .

αi/βi < αj/βj

(3)

Intuitively, setting zi equal to zj in (3) would require that
if the number of completed sequential requests goes down in
window j, then the number of random requests has to go up
(and vice-versa.) Otherwise, the intersection would contain
a negative component. By focusing on the case where every
time window has the same length we reduce the chances
of getting highly volatile solutions and make the analytical
solution simpler to intuitively understand. In that case the
solution becomes

x =
z

αi + βiλ
, y = λx, (4)

time window zi

time window zj

i

j

ai=15, bi=2

aj=19, bj=1

random cost
sequential cost

y x

Figure 6: Counting sequential and random comple-
tions per window lets us estimate their average cost.

where

λ =
αi − αj

βj − βi
. (5)

From (5) we see that the intersection solutions are ex-
pected to be volatile if the window size is small. On the other
hand, if the window size is large and the throughput does
not change, the intersection will often be negative, i.e., it
will happen on a negative quadrant, since the two lines from
Figure 5 will often have a similar slope. It would be easy
to ignore negative solutions by skipping windows. However,
depending on the window size and workload it is possible to
get negative solutions more often than positive ones. That
leads to fewer updates and therefore a slower convergence
to a stable estimate. To face that issue we looked into two
directions. One direction is to observe that if the window
size is small enough, it is not important whether we take the
intersection of the current window with the previous one or
some other window not too far in the past. Based on that
observation we consider the positive intersections of the cur-
rent window with a number of the previous ones and take
the average. That method increases the chance of getting
a valid solution. In addition, updating more frequently al-
lows the moving estimate to converge more quickly without
giving a large weight on any of the individual estimates.

The other way we propose to face negative solutions is
to compute the projection of the previous estimate on the
current window assuming the x/y ratio remains the same
along those two windows. In particular, we may assume
that αi/βi is close to αj/βj . In that case, we can project the
previous intersection point or estimate on the line describing
the second window. The projection is given by

x =
αjzi

αi(μβj + αj)
, y = μx, (6)

where

μ =
1

βi

(zi
x

− αi

)
. (7)

The idea is that if both the number of completed sequen-
tial and random requests in a window drops (or increases)
proportionally the cost must have shifted accordingly. Al-
though we observed that the projection method works espe-
cially well, its correctness depends on the previous estimate.
It could still be used when some intersection is invalid to
keep updating the estimate but leave it as future work to
determine whether it can enhance our estimates.

3.2 Estimation error and seek times
A key assumption is that the request costs are the same

among windows. Assuming that at some point we have the
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true (x, y) cost and that the cost in the next window is not
exactly the same due to system noise we expect to have
error. To compute that error we replace zj in the solution
for x in (2) by its definition i.e., αjx+ βjy and denote that
expression by x′. Taking the difference between x and x′

gives ∣∣x− x′∣∣ = βi

|αjβi − αiβj | |(αjx+ βjy)− zj | (8)

and ∣∣y − y′∣∣ = αi

βi

∣∣x′ − x
∣∣ . (9)

So far we have not considered seek times between streams
and how they might affect our estimates. In the typical case
where m random requests are executed by a disk followed by
n sequential requests, the first request out of the sequential
ones will incur a seek. That seek is not fully charged to
either type of request in our model, simply because it is
either hard or impossible in our scenario. Intuitively, the
total seek cost of a window is distributed across both request
types. Firstly, because fewer requests of both types will end
up being executed in that window and secondly due to the
error formula (9) for y. In particular, assuming the delayed
requests in some window i would also follow the αi/βi ratio
we now show that seeks do not affect our scheduling.

Let α′
i = αi − δ

(α)
i and β′

i = βi − δ
(β)
i , where δτi is the

number of requests of type τ that are not executed in win-
dow i due to seek events. From the above assumption,

δ
(β)
i = βi/αiδ

(α)
i . Then α′

i/β
′
i = (αi − δ

(α)
i )/(αi − δ

(β)
i ),

which gives αi/βi and similarly, for window j. Using the
original solution (2) for the sequential and random costs,
consider the ratio of y/x as well as y′/x′, which uses α′ in-
stead of α and similarly for β. By substituting, we get that
y/x = y′/x′ = −α′

i/β
′
i, which is independent of the number

of seeks δ and by the above is equal to −αi/βi.
From the above, we conclude that seeks do not affect the

relative estimation costs and consequently our schedule. The
reason the ratios are negative can be seen from Figure 5.
Specifically, fixing every variable in (2), while increasing the
x-cost, reduces the y-cost and vice versa. Therefore, the
slope y/x is negative whether we have seeks or not.

3.3 Write support and estimating in practice
In this work, we only deal with read requests. Since writes

typically respond immediately, it is harder to approximate
the disk throughput over small time intervals. On the other
hand, if a system is busy enough, the write throughput over
large intervals (e.g., 5 seconds) is expected to have a smaller
variance and be closer to the true throughput. Preliminary
results suggest the above holds. There are still some chal-
lenges, such as the effect of writes on reads when there is
significant write activity, which may be addressed by dis-
patching writes in groups. Adding support for writes is a
priority for future work and is expected to lead into a more
general solution supporting SSDs and hybrid systems.

In our implementation we took the approach of having
small windows, e.g. 100ms, to increase the frequency of es-
timates and to give a small weight to each of them. As
we compute intersections we keep a moving average and
weight each estimate depending on its distance from the pre-
vious one. Due to the frequent updates, if there is a shift in
the cost, the moving estimate will reach that value quickly.
Moreover, to improve estimates, for each window we find its
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Figure 7: Using one disk and a mixture of sequen-
tial and random streams the rates are achieved and
convergence happens quickly.

intersection with a number of the previous windows (e.g.,
10.) Finally, if the λ cost ratio as defined in (5) is too small
or too large we ignore that pair of costs. We set the bounds
to what we consider safe values in that they will only take
out clearly wrong intersections.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate QBox in terms of utilization

and throughput management. We first verify that the se-
quential and random request cost estimates are accurate
enough and that the desired stream rates are satisfied in
different scenarios. Next, we show that the throughput
achieved is to a large degree in agreement with the target
rates of each stream.

4.1 Prototype
In all our experiments we use up to four disks (different

models) or a software RAID 0 over two disks. We forward
stream requests to the disks asynchronously using Kernel
AIO. We avoided using threads in order to keep a large num-
ber of requests queued up (e.g., 200) and to avoid race condi-
tions leading to inaccurate inter-arrival time measurements.
Up to subsection 4.4 we are interested in evaluating QBox
in a time-based manner. For that purpose we avoid hitting
the filesystem cache by enabling O DIRECT and do not
use Native Command Queuing (NCQ) in any of the disks.
Moreover, we send requests in a RAID 0 fashion rather than
using a true RAID. The above allows us to know the disk
each request targets, which consequently lets us compute
the service times by measuring the inter-arrival times and
compare those with our estimates. The extra information is
not used by our method since it is normally unavailable. It
is used only for evaluation purposes. Starting from subsec-
tion 4.4 we gradually remove all the above restrictions and
evaluate QBox implicitly in a throughput-based manner.

We evaluate QBox both with synthetic and real workloads
depending on the goal of the experiment. All synthetic re-
quests are reads of size 4KB unless we are using a RAID
over two disks in which case they are 8KB. For the synthetic
workload, each disk contains a hundred 1GB files. We use a
subset of the Deasna2 [3] NFS trace with request sizes typ-
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Figure 8: Using two disks and our scheduling and estimation method we achieve the desired rates most of
the time relatively well. In the above we have three sequential streams and a random one.
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Figure 9: Using two disks (d1, d2) and our estimation method we maintain a moving estimate of the average
random execution cost on the storage device.

ically being 32KB or 64KB. Finally, except for a workload
containing idle time, we assume there are always requests
queued up, since that is the most interesting scenario, and
we bound the number of pending requests on the storage by
a constant, e.g., 200. Finally,we do not assume a specific I/O
scheduler is used by the storage device. In our experiments,
the “Deadline Scheduler” was used, however, we have tried
other schedulers and observed similar results.

4.2 Sequential and random streams
Our approach is based on the differentiation between se-

quential and random requests and so the first step in evalu-
ating QBox is to consider a workload of fully sequential and
random streams with the goal of providing isolation between
them. Note that to provide isolation a prerequisite is that
our cost estimates for the average sequential and random
request are close enough to the true values, which are not
known, and it is not possible to explicitly measure them in
our black box scenario. In this set of experiments, the work-
load consists of three sequential streams and one random.
Each sequential stream starts at a different file to ensure
there are inter-stream seeks. Each request of the random
stream targets a file and offset uniformly at random. For
each stream we measure the average utilization provided by
the storage device. We look into three sets of desired utiliza-
tions. Figure 8(a) shows a random stream with a utilization
target of 70%, while each sequential stream has a target of
10% for a total of 30%. As the experiment runs, the cost

estimates take values within a small range and the average
achieved utilization converges. In Figures 8(b) and (c) the
sequential streams are given higher utilizations. In all three
cases, the achieved utilizations are close to the desired ones.
Again in Figures 8(b) and (c) the initial estimate was rela-
tively close to the actual cost, so the moving rates approach
the converging rates more quickly.

From Figure 9 we notice that estimates get above the av-
erage cost when there is many sequential requests even if
the utilization targets are achieved (Figure 8). The main
reason for that is that we keep track and store (in mem-
ory) large amounts of otherwise unnecessary statistics per
request. Therefore, if in a window of e.g., 100ms there is a
very large number of request completions, i.e., when the rate
of sequential streams is high, 10ms (10μs·1000 requests) may
be given to that processing and therefore the estimates are
scaled up. Of course, those operations can be optimized or
eliminated without affecting QBox. As expected, a similar
effect happens with the estimated cost of sequential requests
(not shown), therefore the ratio of the costs stays valid lead-
ing to proper scheduling as shown in Figure 8.

Besides the initial estimates, the convergence rate also
depends on the window size, since a smaller size implies
more frequent updates and faster convergence. However, if
the window size becomes too small the number of completed
requests become too few and the quality of the estimate
may not be accurate enough due to the significant noise.
Note that whether the window size is considered too small
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Figure 10: Using two disks and our scheduling and estimation method we achieve the desired rates most of
the time relatively well. Stream A requires 20% of the disk time and sends 25 random requests every 475
sequential requests. Similarly for the rest of the streams.
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Figure 11: Using two disks (d1, d2) and our estimation method we maintain a moving estimate of the average
random execution cost on the storage device.

depends on the number of disks in the storage system as
having more disks implies that a greater number of requests
complete per window. The window size we picked in the
above experiment (Figure 8) is 100ms. Other values such as
150ms provide similar estimation quality and later we look
at smaller windows of 75ms. Note that in Figure 9 there is
a number of recorded averages that are 0 because random
streams with low target rates are more likely to have no
arrivals in a window. Not having any completed random
requests in a window implies that we can estimate a new
sequential estimate more easily.

Finally, in the above, we assume there is always enough
queued requests from all streams. Without any modification
to our method we see from Figure 12 that under idle time
it is still possible to manage the rates. In particular, every
5000 requests (on average) dispatched to the storage device
we delay dispatching the next request(s) for a (uniformly
at) random amount of time between 0.5 to 1 second. From
Figure 12 we see that the rates are still achieved, while there
is slightly more noise in the estimates compared to Figure 9.
We noted that if the idle times are larger than the window
size, then our method is less affected. That was expected,
since idling over a number of consecutive windows implies
that new requests will be scheduled according to the previous
estimates as the estimates will not be updated. Finally,
although the start and end of the idle time window may
affect the estimate, the effect is not significant since the

estimate moves only by a small amount on each update and
most updates are not affected.

4.3 Mixed-workload streams
In practice, most streams are not perfectly sequential. For

example, a stream of requests may consist of m random
requests for every n sequential requests, where m is often
significantly smaller than n. To face that issue, instead of
characterizing each stream as either sequential or random
we classify each request. Note that the first request of a
sequential group of requests after m random ones is consid-
ered random if m is large enough. Although not all random
requests cost exactly the same, we do not differentiate be-
tween them since we work on top of the filesystem and do
not assume we have access to the logical block number of
each file. Therefore, we do not have a real measure of se-
quentiality for any two I/O requests. However, as long as the
cost of random requests does not vary significantly between
streams we expect to achieve the desired utilization for each
stream. Indeed, as it has been observed in [10], good uti-
lization management can still be provided when random re-
quests are assumed to cost the same. Moreover, from [3] we
see that requests from common workloads are usually either
almost sequential or fully random. Differentiating between
cost estimates on a per stream basis is expected to improve
the management quality and leave it as future work.

From Figure 10 we see that the targets are achieved in the
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Figure 12: Using two disks (d1, d2), the desired
rates are achieved well enough (reach 45% quickly)
even when there is idle time in the workload.

presence of semi-sequential streams. In particular, in 10(a),
stream A sends 25 random requests for every 475 sequential
ones. Stream B sends 7 random requests for every 693 se-
quential ones, while streams C and D are purely sequential
and random, respectively. Other target sets in Figure 10
are satisfied equally well. Note that each group of requests
does not have to be completed before the next one is sent.
Instead, requests are continuously dequeued and scheduled.

So far we have seen scenarios with fixed target rates. Our
method supports changing the target rates online as long as
the rate sum is up to 100%. Depending on the new target
rates, the cost estimation updates can be crucial in achiev-
ing those rates. For example, increasing the rate of a ran-
dom stream decreases the average cost of a random request
and our estimates are adjusted automatically to reflect that.
Figure 13(a) illustrates that the utilization rates are satisfied
and Figure 13(b) shows how the random estimate changes as
the clients adjust their desired utilization rates every thirty
seconds. For this experiment we set the number of disks to
four to illustrate our method works with a higher number
of disks and to support our claim that it can work with any
number of disks. The same experiment was run with two
disks giving nearly identical results (figure omitted.)

As explained earlier, the disk queue depth is set to one for
evaluation purposes. However, since a large queue depth can
improve the disk throughput we implicitly evaluate QBox
by comparing the throughput achieved when the depth is
1 and 31, while the target rates change. In particular, we
look at semi-sequential and random streams. As expected
and illustrated in Figure 15, having a depth of 31 achieves
a higher throughput over a range of rates. Although, this
does not verify our method works perfectly due to lack of
information, it provides evidence that it works and, as we
will see in the next subsection, that is indeed the case.

4.4 RAID utilization management
In our experiments so far, we have been sending requests

to disks manually in a striping fashion instead of using an
actual RAID device. That was done for evaluation purposes.
Here, we use a (software) RAID 0 device and instead eval-
uate QBox indirectly. The RAID configuration consists of
two disks with a chunk size of 4KB to match our previous
experiments, while requests have a size of 8KB.

In the first experiment we focus on the throughput achieved
by two (semi-)sequential streams as we vary their desired
rates. Moreover, we add a random stream to make it more
realistic and challenging. We fix the target rate of the ran-
dom stream since otherwise it would have a variable effect on
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Figure 13: Using four disks and desired rates that
shift over time, the rates are still achieved quickly
under semi-sequential and random workloads.

the sequential streams throughput and make the evaluation
uncertain. As long as the throughput achieved by each of
the sequential streams varies in a linear fashion we are able
to conclude that our method works. Indeed, from Figure 14
stream A starts with a target rate of 0.5 and goes down to
0, while stream B moves in the opposite direction. As the
throughput of stream A goes down, the difference is pro-
vided to stream B. Moreover, in Figure 16 we see that having
two random streams and a sequential one fixed at 50% (not
plotted) has a similar behavior. The difference between
those two cases is the drop in the total throughput of the
first case with streams A and B having a lower throughput
when their rates get closer to each other. That is due to
the more balanced number of requests being executed from
each sequential stream leading to a greater number of seeks
between them. Since seeks are relatively expensive com-
pared to the typical sequential request the overall through-
put drops slightly. If that effect was not observed in Figure
14, then the random stream (C) would be getting a smaller
amount of the storage time, which would go against its per-
formance targets. Instead, the random stream throughput
remains unchanged. On the other hand, in Figure 16 there
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Figure 14: Using RAID 0 the throughput achieved by each sequential stream is in agreement with their
target rates. Stream A has a varied target rate from 50% to 0 and the opposite for B. Random stream C
requires a fixed rate of 50% of the storage time. Similarly for a large disk queue depth (NCQ.)

is no drop in the total throughput, which is expected since
the cost of seeks between random requests are similar to
the typical cost of a random request. Therefore, the to-
tal throughput remains constant. Moreover, the sequential
stream (not plotted) reaches an average throughput of 3600
and 5060 IOPS with a depth of 1 and 31, respectively as
in Figure 14. Finally, note that whether we use no NCQ
or a depth of 31 the throughput behavior is similar in both
Figures (14 and 16), which is desired since a large depth can
provide a higher throughput in certain cases [26], along with
other benefits such as reducing power consumption [24].

4.5 Evaluation using traces
To strengthen our evaluation, besides synthetic workloads

we run QBox using two different days of the Deasna2 [3]
trace as two of the three read streams, while the third stream
sends random requests. Deasna2 contains semi-sequential
traces of email and workloads from Harvard’s division of
engineering and applied sciences. As the requests wait to be
dispatched, we classify them as either sequential or random
depending on the other requests in their queue.

Unlike time, evaluating a method by comparing through-
put values is hard because the achieved throughput depends
on the stream workloads. However, by looking at the through-
put achieved using QBox in Figure 17 and the results of
throughput-based scheduling in Figure 18 it is easy to con-
clude that QBox provides a significantly higher degree of iso-
lation and that the target rates of the streams are respected
well enough. Moreover, looking more closely at Figure 17,
we see that wherever the throughput is not in perfect ac-
cordance with the targets of streams A and B, there is an
increase of random requests coming from the same streams.
That effect is valid and due to the trace itself. On the other
hand, Figure 18 demonstrates the destructive interference
inherent in throughput-based reservation schemes with semi-
sequential streams receiving a very low throughput.

4.6 Caches
So far our experiments have skipped the file system cache

to more easily evaluate our method and to send requests
asynchronously, since without O DIRECT they become block-
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Figure 15: The throughput with an NCQ of 1 and
31 is maintained while the desired rates vary.
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Figure 16: Using RAID 0 the throughput of each random stream is in agreement with its target. Stream
A has a varied target rate from 50% to 0 and B from 0 to 50%. The sequential stream (not plotted) has a
utilization of 50% leading to an average of 3600 and 5060 IOPS with no NCQ and a depth of 31, respectively.
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Figure 17: QBox provides streams of real traces the
throughput corresponding to their rate close enough
even in the presence of a random stream.
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Figure 18: Random stream C affects throughput-
scheduling leading to a low throughput for A and B.

ing requests. Although applications such as databases may
avoid file system caches, we are interested in QBox being
applicable in a general setting. For our purposes, request
completions resulting from cache hits could be ignored or ac-
counted differently. From our experiments, detection of ran-
dom cache hits seems reliable and the well-known relation–
as explained in [7]–between the queue size and the average
latency may also be useful to improve accuracy as well as
grey-box methods [1]. However, we cannot say the same for
sequential requests due to prefetching. Moreover, since ran-
dom workloads may cover a large segment of the storage,
hits are not as likely. Hence, in this paper we treat hits as
regular completions for simplicity.

Without modifying QBox we enable the file system cache
and see from Figure 19 that although the throughput is nois-
ier than in the previous experiments due to the nature of
cache hits, we still manage to achieve throughput rates that
are in accordance with the target rates. Scheduling based
on throughput (Figure 20) gives similar results to Figure
18, supporting our position on throughput-based schedul-
ing. Finally, using synthetic workloads we get an output
of the same form as Figure 14 with a maximum sequential
throughput of 1700 IOPS (figure omitted.)

4.7 Overhead
The computational overhead is trivial. We know the most

urgent request in each stream queue and thus picking the
next request to dispatch requires as many operations as the
number of streams. Since the number of streams is expected
to be low, that cost is trivial. In addition, on a request
completion we increase a fixed number of counters and at
the end of each window we compute a fixed, small number of
intersections. The time it takes to compute each intersection
is insignificant. Finally, updating the moving estimate only
requires computing the new estimate weight. In total the
procedure at the end of each window takes less than 10μs.

5. RELATED WORK
A large body of literature exists related to providing guar-

antees over storage devices. Typically they either aim to
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Figure 19: The throughput achieved by QBox in the
presence of caches follows the target rates.
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Figure 20: Throughput-based scheduling fails to iso-
late stream performance leading to a low throughput
for semi-sequential streams.

satisfy throughput or latency requirements, or attempt to
proportionally distribute throughput. Most solutions do
not distinguish between sequential and random workloads,
which leads to the storage being under-utilized. Avoiding
that distinction leads to charging semi-sequential streams
unfairly due to the significant cost difference between se-
quential and random requests. Instead, QBox uses disk ser-
vice time rather than IOPS or Bytes/s to solve that problem.

Stonehenge [8] clusters storage systems in terms of band-
width, capacity and latency, however, being based on band-
width its reservations cover only a fraction of the disk per-
formance. Other proposed solutions based on bandwidth,
include [11, 15, 2] and take advantage of the relation - as
was later explained in [7] - between the queue length and
average latency to throttle requests. mClock [6] does not
provide performance insulation, while both [6] and pClock
[5] do not differentiate between sequential and random re-
quests. Other solutions such as [9, 11, 15, 16] do not provide
insulation either. On the other hand, Argon [22] provides in-
sulation, however, workload changes may affect its provided
soft bounds. In [14], distribution-based QoS is provided to a
percentage of the workload to avoid over-provisioning. [12]
attempts to predict response times rather than service times

through statistical models. PARDA [4] provides guarantees
by assuming a specific scheduler resides on each host, unlike
QBox, which does not assume access to the hosts/clients.

Facade [15] aims to provide performance guarantees de-
scribed by an SLA for each virtual storage device. It places
a virtual store controller between a set of hosts and storage
devices in a network and throttles client requests so that the
devices do not saturate. In particular, it adjusts the queue
size dynamically, which affects the latency of each workload.
However, a single set of low latency requests may decrease
the queue size of the system and it is hard to determine
whether a new workload may be admitted.

YouChoose [27] tries to provide the performance of refer-
ence storage systems by measuring their performance off-line
and mimicking it online. It is based on an off-line machine
learning process, similar to [23], which can be hard to pre-
pare due to the challenging task of selecting a representative
set of training data. Moreover, the safe admission of new
virtual storage devices can be challenging.

Solutions based on execution time estimates such as [18,
17, 10] assume we have low-level control over each hard-
drive. Moreover, in Horizon [18] it was shown that such
a solution can be used in distributed storage systems with
single-disk nodes using the Horizon scheduler. Our work is
also based on disk-time utilization and deadline assignment,
however, we treat the storage device as a black box and
therefore do not assume our own scheduler is in front of
every hard-drive. Finally, [25, 20] reserve I/O rates using
worst-case execution times, therefore, they can only reserve
a fraction of the storage device time.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we targeted the problem of providing isola-

tion and performance guarantees in terms of storage device
utilization to multiple clients with different types of work-
loads. We proposed a “plug-n-play” method for isolating
the performance of clients accessing a single file-level stor-
age device treated as a black box. Our solution is based on
a novel method for estimating the expected execution times
of sequential and random requests as well as on assigning
deadlines and scheduling requests using the Earliest Dead-
line First (EDF) scheduling algorithm. Our experiments
show that QBox provides isolation between streams having
different characteristics with changing needs and on storage
systems with a variable number of disks.

There are multiple directions for future work. Extensions
include support for SSDs based on the cost difference of
reads and writes as well as hybrid systems. Adding support
for writes and RAID 4, 5 is another direction. Technical
improvements include a better use of the history of requests
in computing estimates and sophisticated methods to detect
sudden and stable changes. Finally, we would like to verify
QBox works on Network Attached Storage, test it at the
hypervisor level in a virtualized environment and explore the
case where there is multiple controllers and storage devices.
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